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Reverse card uno

Uno Rules Cornhole Rules Rule 34 Full detailed rules UNO games come with UNO card portion. They contain the basic rules and the so-called homes, which can be used at will. Basic Rules: Types of Cards UNO Rules for UNO Game Active Cards of UNO Official Rule UNO Fines Number of Players:
from 2 to 10. Play time: from 20 min Challenge: First throw your cards. On this end this round and the points are counted with the remaining cards on their hands. Win. You can count the points in two ways - as you like. The player, who first throws his cards, is charged the number of points left on the
hands of all other players. And then in every round. The winner is the one who, according to the results of several rounds, will score 500 points. This option encourages you to win the round, that is, the first to throw your cards. Players are registered with points counted by the remaining cards on their
hands (players who first throw off their cards get zero points). And so on in each round. The loser is one who, according to the results of several rounds, will score 200 points, the remainder are winners. This option encourages you to quickly throw the most expensive cards. There are 108 cards in the
deck. Digital UNO cards: The cost of face all credit is from 0 to 9 points. Each digit is represented in 4 colors. All digits (except 0) are in double number. Active UNO cards: Skip, Take Two, Reverse. The cost of each card is 20 points. Each image is represented in 4 colors in double quantity. Black active
UNO card: Select color, Select color and take four. The cost of each card is 50 points. With 4 cards of each kind. UNO handling rules At the beginning of the game, each player is dealt with 7 cards (blindly). The remaining cards are set face down - this is tires Widdie. The top card from the deck Widdie is
turned, sat next to and becomes the first card in the Throw deck. The game game starts clockwise. The first player is looking for the dealer (the dealer changes each round, usually clockwise). During turn, the player has the right to place one card on the Throw deck according to the following rules: Or the
card should be the same color. Or the card must have the same digit, or the same image (be active), or be a black active card. In the absence of a suitable card, the player takes one card from the deck Widdie (blindly). If the card meets the above conditions - the player can put the card on the deck Throw,
if not satisfied - the player leaves the card himself, says Pass and the turn goes to the next player. The game continues until one of the players throws all the cards. After that, the points are counted with the remaining cards (the value of the cards is shown in the Types of Cards section, the winners are
determined according to the results of several rounds - clause Win). Skip - next player misses his turn. The player can save from the action of this card just by posting the exact same card (same color, the same image), that is, by performing the intervention. Take two - the next player takes two cards from
the Widdie deck (blindly) and skips his turn. The player can save from the action of this card by posting their card Take Two (the color can be any). The actions of the cards Take Two are not summed up, and the last player, like the chain to lay out the Take Two cards, takes only two cards from the Widdie
deck and skips his turn. Reverse card - the direction of the bend is reversed. For example, it was clockwise, after posting uno reverse card it will be counterclockwise. When posting multiple cards Reverse their actions are summarized. For example, two cards Reverse has no effect - the turn continues in
the same direction as before, three cards Reverse changes the direction of the turn to the opposite, etc. Select color - allows you to change the player's current color (for everyone, including the current color). The next player must set any card of the specified color. To lay out the card Select color, the
player does not need any special conditions, unlike the next card Choose color and take four... Choose color and take four - can only be laid out by the player in turn, and only if the player (player-1) lacks the current color (today's number / active card / black active card Select Color can and to be present
is not important, the main thing is the absence of today's color). At the same time as posting this card, you need to choose a color (can be any, including the current color). The next player (player-2) takes four cards (blindly) from the Widdie deck and skips the swing. Player-2 can save from the action on
this card only after posting the Take Two card to the new ordered color (then everything goes as usual with the standard Take Two card action). Look for honesty. If player-2, as the action of Choose Color and Take Four is corrected, suspects that he is being deceived and player-1, who has posted this
card, actually has the current color, he can ask to show cards of player-1. If the suspicions are justified, take the player-1 card Choose color and take four back in hand, taking four cards from the deck Widdie (blindly), skipping the bend (actually the card Choose color and take four). If the suspicions were
in vain, the player-2 takes four cards from the Widdie deck, and also two more cards for distrust and skipping the swing. The rule of politeness. The game continues only after the player sorts out their new four cards and says Ready. The player must warn that he has one card left and maybe he will finish
the game soon. Post penultimate card (while he has not given it yet), the player have time to say UNO! (meaning one in Italian). If the player does not do this, good friends (or a friend) may notice this and remind UNO!. Friends must have time to do this from the moment the player drops his penultimate
card before the next player starts turning (post the card or pull the card from the deck). For forgetfulness takes a player who did not say Uno! in time two cards (blindly) from the Widdie deck. Select. Players do not have the right to hide the number of cards in hand (that is, collect a stack or hide under the
table). Friends should always be known amount of the card to help a forgetful player. Fines With a large number of errors and inattention, an additional rule can be introduced - for any mistakenly posted card, false shout, etc. the player takes two cards from the Widdie deck (blindly). A card game
produced by Mattel For video game customization, see Uno (video game). This article needs additional quotes for verification. Please help improve this article by adding quotes to trusted sources. Non-source material can be challenged and removed. In 2017, an article was carried out in the Uno card
game – news · Newspapers · Books · erudite · JSTOR (December 2013) (Learn how and when to remove this template message) UnoTypeShedding-typePlayers2-10 players[1]Skills requiredHand controlArea7+[1]Short108Play timeVariesRandom chanceHigh Uno (/ˈuuuunoŵ/; from Italian and Spanish
for one; stylized as UNO) is an American shedding-type card game played with a specially printed deck of cards. The game's general principles put it into the Crazy Eights family of card games, and it is similar to the traditional European game Mau-Mau. It has been a Mattel brand since 1992. [2] History
The game was originally developed in 1971 by Merle Robbins in Reading, Ohio, a suburb of Cincinnati. As his family and friends started playing more and more, he spent $8,000 to get 5,000 copies of the game made. He sold it from his hairdresser first, and local businesses started selling it too. Robbins
later sold the rights to UNO to a group of friends led by Robert Tezak, a funeral home owner in Joliet, Illinois, for $50,000 plus royalties of 10 cents per game. Tezak formed International Games, Inc., to market UNO, with offices behind its funeral home. The games were produced by Lewis Saltzman of
Saltzman Printers in Maywood, Illinois. In 1992, the International Games became part of the Mattel family of companies. [3] Official rules Uno card Uno card UNO card card card Deck The goal of the game is to be the first player to score 500 points, achieved (usually over several rounds of games) by
being the first to play all their own cards and score points for the cards still held by the other players. The deck consists of 108 cards: four of the Wild and Wild Draw Four, and 25 each of four different colors (red, green, blue). Each color consists of one zero, two each of 1 to 9, and two each of Skip, Draw
Two, and Vice Versa. These last three types are called action cards. To start a hand, seven cards are dealt to each player, and the top card on the remaining deck is turned over and set aside to start the throwing stack. The player of the dealer's left plays first unless the first card on the throwing mound is
an action or Wild card (see below). On a player's turn, they must do one of the following: play one card that matches the roll in color, number or symbol playing a Wild card, or a playable Wild Draw Four card (see limitation below) draw the top card from the deck, and then play it if possible the cards are
played by placing them face up at the top of the throwing pile. Play continues clockwise around the table. Action or Wild cards have the following effects: Short effect when played from hand Effect as first throw Skip next player in order misses a turn Player to the dealer's left misses a turn Reverse order of
the game switches directions (clockwise to counterclockwise, or vice versa) Dealer plays first; play continues counterclockwise Draw Two (+2) Next player in order draws two cards and misses a turn Player to the dealer's left pulls two cards and misses a turn Wild Player declares the next color to be
matched (can be used on any turn even if the player has matching color; current color can be selected as the next to match) Player until the dealer's left declares the first color to match and plays a card in the Wild Draw Four/ Draw Four Wild (+4 and wild) The player declares the next color to be matched;
next player in order draws four cards and misses a turn. Can only be played legally if the player has no cards of the current color (see Penalties). Return card to the deck, shuffle, flip the top card to start wasting the stack A player who pulls from the deck must either play or keep the card and not play any
other card from the hand on that swing. A player can play a Wild card at any time, even if that player has other playable cards. A player can only play a Wild Draw Four card if that player does not have any cards that match the current color. The player may have cards of a different color that match the
current number or symbol or a Wild card and still play the Wild Draw Four card. [4] A player playing a Wild Draw Four may be challenged by the next player in succession (see Penalties) to prove that their hand meets this condition. If the entire deck is used during play, the top yo is set aside and the rest
of the pile is shuffled to create a new deck. Games then continue normally. It is illegal to exchange cards of any kind with another player. A player playing his penultimate card must Uno as a warning to the other players. [5] The first player to get rid of his last card (exit) wins the hand and scores points for
the cards that the other players have. Have. cards count their face value, all action cards count 20, and Wild and Wild Draw Four cards count 50. If a Draw Two or Wild Draw Four card is played to exit, the next player in the sequence must draw the correct number of cards before the score is counted. The
first player to score 500 points wins the game. Penalties If a player does not call Uno after laying down their penultimate card and is caught before the next player in order takes a turn (that is, they play a card from the hand, subtract the deck or touch the throwing stack), they must draw two cards as
punishment. If the player does not get caught in time (subject to interpretation) or remember to call Uno before they are caught, they suffer no punishment. [4] If a player plays a Wild Draw Four card, the following player may challenge their use. The player who used the Wild Draw Four must privately show
his hand to the challenging player to show that they did not have matching colored cards. If the challenge is correct, the challenged player draws four cards instead. If the challenge is wrong, the challenger must draw six cards; the four cards they were already required to draw plus two more cards. [4]
Two-player play In a two-player game, the Reverse card acts as a Skip card; when played, the other player misses a turn. Read this before viewing the following official house rules in the Uno RuleBook, to change the game: Progressive Uno: If a draw card is played and the following player has the same
card, they can play that card and stack the penalty, which adds the current penalty and sends it to the following player. [4] (Although a +4 cannot be stacked on a +2, or vice versa.) [6] This house rule is used so often that there was widespread Twitter surprise in 2019 when Mattel stated that stacking was
not part of uno's standard rules. [6] Seven-O: When a 7 is played, the person who played can choose to change their hand with another player. When a zero is played, all players pass their hands to the left. [4] Jump-In: If a player has the exact same card (both number and color) as the top card in the
throwing stack, they can play it immediately, even if it is not their turn. The game then continues as if that player had just taken his turn. [4] Strategies This section does not cite any sources. Please help improve this section by adding quotes to trusted sources. Non-source material can be challenged and
removed. In 2019, there were 100,000 people who booked into the Norway. (Learn how and when to remove this template message) A strategy at Uno can be offensive (with the aim of going out), or defensive (with the aim of minimizing the value of one's hand, in the event that another player goes out,
thus getting those points). Part of the skill to play Uno is knowing when to adopt an offensive or defensive strategy. An offensive strategy would keep on the Wild and Wild Draw Four cards because they end of hand to go out (when it is harder to play a matching card). But a defensive strategy would
advise getting rid of such cards early, because they have a high point value. A defensive strategy would advise to play a high card to reduce the point value of the hand. However, an offensive strategy would suggest playing a 0 when the player wants to continue on the current color, because it is less
likely to be matched with another 0 of a different color (there is only one 0 of each color, but two of every 1-9). A player who only has one card is required to call out Uno or risk being punished if caught. A player calling Uno risks being the target of coordinated action by the other players, who may be able
to use action cards to prevent the player from going out. Depending on the level and seriousness of the game, some players can deliberately avoid saying Uno, hoping to avoid detection and then go out on the next turn. For this reason, it is useful to hide how many cards are in their own hands and to
keep track of how many cards each other player has. Little has been published about the optimal strategy for the game Uno. Simulations of games can shed light on the case. Attempts to reduce the number of points in a player's hands can be read by other players if they are too transparent. This
information can be exploited by other players, and it follows that a mixed strategy may be more appropriate. Card and deck styles A deck of cards with English Uno cards from 1994. This deck uses the older card design, where letters appear on the action cards instead of symbols. Modern Uno action
cards carry symbols denoting their action, except for the Wild cards that still carry the word Wild. Before the design change,[when?] such cards in English versions of the game had only letters. Previous English versions can be recognized by the absence of the white rim that surrounds the edge of most



Uno cards. Other versions of the game use symbols and images in both old and new designs, especially those with Wild cards that do not carry the word Wild. There are also language-free versions of the newer styles that do not carry the word Wild, but have the same styling. The 2010 Uno Mod edition
uses symbols instead of letters or numbers. September 16, 2017, Mattel released UNO® ColorADD, the first game designed specifically for those suffering from color blindness. On October 1, 2019, Mattel released a braille version of his game, with Riccobono, president of the National Federation of the
Blind, in a press release: The fact that a blind person is now able to play a classic game of UNO right out of the box with both blind and charged friends or family members is a truly meaningful moment for our community. [8] [9] Theme packs There are many different themes and versions of Uno. These
theme games may come litt forskjellige retninger og spesielle kort. [10] American Kennel Club (Herding Breeds) Uno American Kennel Club (Non-Sporting Group) Uno (2006) American Kennel Club (Sporting Group) Uno American Kennel Club (Terrier Breeds) Uno Angry Birds Uno (2012) Arsenal
Highbury Legends Uno (2007) Avengers Uno (2015) Avengers Montere Uno (2013) Bandai Uno[a] Barbie Uno[b] Barbie Cali Girl Edition Uno (2004) Barbie – Livet i Dream House Uno (2014) Batman Uno (2005) Batman Begins Uno (2005) Batman: The Dark Knight Un (2008) Batman v Superman: Dawn
of Justice Uno (2015) Beach Uno (2011) Betty Boop Uno (2005) The Big Bang Theory Uno (2012) Blindeskrift Uno (2012) BTS (Boy Band) Uno Captain Marvel Uno (2019) Care Bears Uno (2003) Car-Go Uno (2004) Biler Uno (2006) Biler 2 Uno (2011) Biler 3 Uno (2017) Askepott Uno (2012) Coca-Cola
Uno (1998 , 2004) Coco (2018) Tør (2014) DC Super Heroes Uno Detective Conan Uno (2017) Dagbok av en Wimpy Kid Uno (2012) Disney Uno (2002) Disney Electronic Uno (Classic) (2003) Disney Electronic Uno (Moderne) Disney Fairies Uno (2009) Disney Pixar Uno (2012) Disney Princess Uno[c]
Disney Channel / Disney Shows Uno[d] Disney Sofia The First Uno[e] Disney Theme Park Uno[f] Avskyelig Meg Minion Laget Uno Doc McStuffins Uno (2013) Dog Uno (2003) Doraemon Uno[g] Doctor Who Uno (2007) Drunk Uno (2020) Elvis Uno (2000) Emoji Uno Eragon Uno (2006) Family Guy Uno
(2004) Fantastic Four Uno (2005) Fast and Furious Fat Albert Uno (2005) Ferrari Uno (2000) Finne Dory Uno (2016) Fishing Uno (2012) Florida State University Uno (2011) Fraggle Rock Uno[h] Frozen Uno (2014) Frozen II Glee Uno (2011) Ghostbusters Uno (2016) Golden Compass Uno (2007) Green
Lantern Uno (2011) Hairspray Uno (2007) Hanna-Barbera Uno (2004) Hannah Montana Backstage Pass Uno Hannah Montana Best av begge Worlds Uno (2007) Happy Feet Uno (2006) Harry Potter Uno[i] Hello Kitty Bow Uno (2012) Hello Kitty Friendship Uno (2003) Hi Hi Puffy Amiyumi Uno (2006)
High School Musical Uno (2006) High School Musical 2 Uno (2007) High School Musical 3 Uno (2008) Holiday Uno (2009) Hoops og Yoyo Uno Horses Uno (2011) Hot Death Uno (2001) Hot Wheels Uno (2012) Husregler Uno (1998) Hulk Uno (2003) H2O[j] H2O Å gå H2O Splash (2 005) Utrolige 2 Iron
Man 2 Uno (2010) Jean-Michel Basquiat Uno (2020) [k] Jelly Belly Uno (2012) John Deere Uno(2010)[l] Jurassic World Uno (2018) Jurassic World: Fallen Kingdom Justice League Uno (2017)[m] Keith Haring Uno (2020) [n] Kattunger Uno Kung Fu Panda Uno (2008) Venstrehendt Uno (2020) Begrenset
Too It's A Girl's World Uno (2008) Lion King (2020) Macy's Parade Uno Magic Tree House Uno (2007) Marvel Heroes Uno (2010) Mario Bros. Uno (2012) Universets mestere Origins (2020) Mattel 75th Anniversary ( 2020) Mikke Mus og Venner (2020) Minecraft Mini Party Favoriserer Uno Minimalistisk
Uno (2020) Monster High Muppet Show Uno (2003) [o] Min Scene (2005) MyUno Uno (2005) Nasjonalparker Uno (2002, 2009) New York City Uno (2001) NHL Uno Nightmare Før jul Uno (2007) Nina Chanel Abney Uno (2020) [s] 1990's Uno (2019) Nintendo Uno (2004) Ikke-partisan nordamerikanske
Wildlife Uno Nothin But Paper Uno (2020) Notre Dame Uno (2005) NSYNC Uno(2000) Kontoret (2020) OL Tokyo 2020 (2020)[q] One Piece Uno (2003, 2011) One Piece: The New World Uno (Japan-2012) Over the Hedge Uno (2006) PAW Patrol Uno (2015) Peanuts Uno (2002)[r] Peanuts - A Charlie
Brown Christmas Uno[s] Peanuts – It's the Great Pumpkin Uno (2006) Peanuts – Be My Valentine Uno (2006) Peanøtter Movie Uno (2015) Peanøtter – Vintage Peanuts Uno (2005) Pingvinene på Madagaskar Uno (2012) Penn State University Uno Phineas og Ferb Uno (2012) Pinkalicious Uno (2010)
Pirates of the Caribbean Uno (2007) Fly Uno (2013) Fly - Brann og redning! Uno (2014) Pokémon Uno (2006) Pokémon: Best Wishes (Japan) Pokémon: XY (Japan) Polly Pocket Uno (2006) Power Rangers Super Samurai Uno Valper Uno Ratatouille Uno (2007) Ren og Stimpy Uno (2004) Retro Uno
Valper Uno Ratatouille Uno (2007) Ren og Stimpy Uno (2004) Retro Unoo (2014) Ryan's World (2020) Reddet av Bell (2020) Scooby-Doo Uno Sesame Street Uno (2004) Shark Week (2020) Shopkins Uno (2015) Shrek Uno Shrek 2 Uno (22004) Shrek den tredje Uno[t] The Simpsons Uno (2003) The
Simpsons (D'oh) Uno (2009) The Simpsons: Springfield / Great Scot Uno (2006) The Simpsons: Treehouse of Horror Uno (2005) Snappy Dresser S Monkey Uno South Park Uno (2004) Speed Racer[u] Spider-Man Uno (2002) Spider-Man 2 Uno (2004) Spider-Man Spider Sense Uno* Marvel Ultimate
Spider-Man Web-Warriors Uno (2014) Splash Uno[v]* Splash : Finne Dory Uno[w] SpongeBob SquarePants #1[x] SpongeBob SquarePants #2[y] SpongeBob SquarePants #3[z] SpongeBob SquarePants – Eye Eye SpongeBob! (2008) SpongeBob SquarePants – Jellyfishing (2008) SpongeBob
SquarePants – Lost in Time (2006) St. Louis Uno (2005) Star Trek Uno[aa] Mattel-produced Special Edition[ab] Fundex Games Collector's Edition[ac] Star Wars: The Clone Wars Uno Super Mario (2016) Superman Uno (2005) Superman Returns Uno (2005) Sydney 2000 Uno (1999) Susan G. Komen
Themed Uno Teen Titans Uno (2006) Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles Uno (2014) Texas Uno (2006) Toy Story Uno (2010) Toy Story 3 Toy Story 4 Trolls (2020) University of Alabama Uno University of Florida Uno University of Georgia Uno University of Kentucky Uno University of Michigan Uno University
of North Carolina Uno University of Texas Uno University of Southern California (2020) Uno (1971) Uno 25th Anniversary (1996) Uno 30th Anniversary (2001) Uno 35th Anniversary (2011) Uno 40th Anniversary (2016) UNO in FitSand Travel Zipper Carry EVA Hard Case (2016) Uno Deluxe in box[ad] Uno
Deluxe in Wood Box UNO With Customizable Wild Cards (2015) Uno Uno Corns Uno Express Uno Mod (2010) USA Uno Ferie Uno[ae] Wilderness Uno (2016) Wildlife (2012) Wizard Wizard Oz Uno(2007) [af] WWE Legends Uno (2005) Verdens minste Uno (2020) X-Games (1999, 2007) X-Men Uno
(2003) Zelda Merk: * indikerer HIT Entertainment karakter, der Mattel kjøpte HIT i 2012. Tema My First Uno spill Kortsett har bare 36 kort designet for barn minst 3 år. Disse settene kommer i flere varianter, basert på titler for barn. Min første Uno versjoner: Angelina Ballerina Uno (2005) Dyr Uno Bob
Byggmesteren Uno (2007) Clifford den store røde hunden Nysgjerrig George Uno (2005) Dora explorer Uno (2003, 2010) Dory Elmo Uno Handy Manny Uno (2009) Disneys Jake og Neverland Pirates Uno (2011) Koala Brothers Uno (2005) Little People Uno (2006) Mikke Mus Club Uno (2008) Miss
Spider's Sunny Patch Friends Uno (2006) Rugrats Uno (1991) Sesame Street Uno (2004) SpongeBob SquarePants and Friends Uno (2012) Thomas &amp; Friends Uno (2010) Hvor de ville tingene er Uno (2007) Ole Brumm og Venner Uno (2002, 2011, 2012) Yo Gabba Gabba! Uno Themed videospill
Uno-versjoner tilgjengelig på Xbox 360: Street Fighter II Uno[ag] Project Gotham Racing Uno[ah] Kameo: Elements of Power Uno[ai] Uno 35th Anniversary (se ovenfor) Temaidrettslag Flere idrettslag har 112-korts sett, med spillere fra disse lagene. De spesielle kortene i hver kortstokk varierer avhengig
av selve kortsettet. Følgende lag har bekreftet Uno sett. Minnesota Patriots Auburn Tigers (NCAA) England FA (2010) England Rugby (2010) Manchester United Hockey Calgary Flames (2010)NHLNHL Stjerner i Finland MLB All-StarsAmerican League (2005) American League – Stjerner i American
League (2006)[aj] American League – Baltimore Orioles Miguel Tejada American League – Boston Red Sox (Regular (2004) og World Series-utgaver (2007)) American League – Boston Red Sox David Ortiz Limited (2007) American League – Chicago White Sox (2007) American League – Chicago
White Sox World Series Championship American League – Los Angeles Angels av Anaheim ( 2005) American League – New York Yankees (2006) American League – New York Yankees Derek Jeter Limited (2007) American League – Seattle Mariners (2003) American League –Texas Rangers
(2006)National League National League – MLB All Stars National League National League – Chicago Cubs[ak] National League – Chicago Cubs: Derek Lee (2006) National League – Houston Astros (2005) National League – New York Mets (2005) National League – New Your Mets : David Wright
Special (2007) National League – Philadelphia Phillies (2005) National League – St. Louis Cardinals (2006) NBA All-Stars(Øst og vest) Eastern Conference – NBA All Stars Eastern Conference (2006) Eastern Conference – Boston Celtics Legends (2005) Eastern Conference – Cleveland Cavaliers:
LeBron James Special Edition (2007) Eastern Conference – New York Knicks (2006) Western Conference – NBA All Stars Western (2006) Western Conference - Los Angeles Lakers Legends Edition (2006) Western Conference - Los Angeles Lakers Kobe Bryant Special Edition (2007) Western
Conference - San Antonio Spurs (2006) American FootballChicago Bears (2006)Dallas Cowboys (2006) Dallas Cowboys (2006) Dallas Cowboys (2006) 6)Green Bay Packers (2007)Minnesota Vikings National Football League NFC Edition (2006)New England Patriots (2007)New York Giants (2006)New
York Jets (2009)NFL American League (2006)NFL National League (2006)Phil. Eagles (2006)Pittsburgh Steelers (2006)Super Bowl XL Steelers Special Edition (2006) NFL Greatest Players EditionsTom Brady (2007)Reggie Bush(2007)Brett Favre (2007)LaDanian Tomlinson (2007)Brian Urlacher (2007)
Special Uno Game Uno Attack (Uno Extreme in the UK and Canada) (1999) Uno Attack Jurassic World (2018) Uno Attack Refill Deck Uno Bingo (1997) Uno Blast (2012) Uno Blitzo (2000) Uno Choo-Choo (2011) Uno Color Screen Uno Deluxe Uno Dare (2014) Uno Dice (1987 , 1996, 2011) Uno
Dominoes (1986) Electronic Uno Uno Flash (2007) Uno Flip (2009) (Target Store Exclusive) Uno Flip (2019) Giant Uno ( 2016) Giant BTS Uno (2016) 2020) Uno H2O (2004) Uno H2O To Go Uno Hearts (1994) Uno Junior (1992) King Size Uno (1994) Uno Madness (1995) Uno Moo (2008, 2014) Uno
Power Grab Uno Reflex Uno Roboto Uno Royal Revenge (2014) Uno Rummy Up (1993) Uno Spin (2005) Uno Spin Hannah Montana (2005) Uno Spin Piece One (Japan) Uno Spin To Go (2010) Uno Stacko (1994) Travel Uno Stacko Uno Tippo (2009) Uno Slam Uno Tiki Twist (2014) Uno Wild Jackpot
(2016) Uno Wild Tiles (1982) Get Wild for Uno (2016) Uno MineCraft (20 18) Video Game Hot Death UNO (IBM – 1993)[11] Roblox Uno (Roblox games for PC, phones and tablets – 2018) Uno (handheld video game – 2000) Uno (handheld video game for Game Boy Color in the classic Uno board game)
UNO DX (Japanese exclusive Sega Saturn game by Mitsui &amp; Co. – 1998) Uno (PlayStation Network) Uno (Xbox Live Arcade) Uno Rush (Xbox Live Arcade) Uno Challenge (mobile version of classic Uno board game) Uno Free Fall (mobile puzzle) Uno 52 (Nintendo Game Boy Advance) Super Uno
(Super Famicom) Uno (Facebook) (Adobe Flash-based version of the classic Uno card game produced by GameHouse Studios) Uno (iPhone) Features online and local games. Produced by Gameloft Uno (iPad) The same as on iPhone, but with improved graphics. Produced by Gameloft Uno (Android)
Released as three versions: SD, HD and Free with ads. Produced by Gameloft Uno (DSi) Uno (WiiWare) Manufactured by Gameloft[12] Uno &amp; Friends (various platforms) Pocket Uno Uno[13] and UNO &amp; Friends[14] for Windows Phone Uno Undercover (Windows) Uno (2016 video games for
PC, PlayStation 4 and Xbox One by Ubisoft) Uno – video games from 2017 (release of 2016 games on Nintendo Switch), produced by Ubisoft[15] Variations Many variants from standard gaming exist , for example, Uno, Speed Uno and Pirate Pirate In 2018, Mattel launched a spin-off of Uno titled Dos;
The game is differentiated primarily by having a middle row of throw piles. where pairs of cards that add up to the sum of a card on top of one of the piles can be discarded. [17] [18] The game can be played with two decks of standard playing cards, if the jokers are marked as the zeros in the four jerseys,
and the royals treated as the special cards. UNO: Slots In 2002, International Gaming Technology (IGT)[19] launched a UNO-based video slot machine. UNO: The Game Show In March 2013, it was announced that Mattel and The Gurin Company[20][21] teamed up to create a game show based on the
card game, produced as a half-hour daily strip with a $100,000 cash jackpot along with a primetime version in which participants competed for $1 million. But the idea was scrapped later. Similar game Uno is a member of the shedding family of card games. The shedding family of card games consists of
games where the goal is to get rid of all your cards while the other players get rid of their cards. Crazy Eights Black Jack (Switch) Switch (card game) Eleusis Last card Macau Mao Mau Mau (game) O'NO 99 One Card (game) Phase 10 SKIP-BO Taki Whot! Notes ^ A version released in Japan. ^ Has the
friendship card, where the player can change his hand with another player. (2002, 2010) ^ Features Dragon Card, when played, all players must throw away a prince card (regardless of color or number) to kill the dragon before continuing to play. If a player doesn't have a prince card in hand, they'll have
to pick up cards until they find a prince card. (2004) (2013) ^ Deck has many of the characters on the Disney Channel. ^ Short game in Foil Bag. ^ Evil card: The player holding this card can steal the top card from the DISCARD stack at any time in the game, even if it is not his or her turn. (2005, 2012) ^
Released in Japan ^ Includes the Travel Card (with Traveling Matt), which allows the player to travel to another player's place and see the full hand. (2006) ^ Has a draw three card (instead of Draw Two) also has a howling wild card where, if played, the player using the card can choose another player to
say all their cards out loud; also has an invisible wild card where the player, if played, can block any card placed down (for example, a card that forces them to draw cards). (2000, 2003, 2005, 2010) ^ A deck of transparent waterproof cards. It includes 4 (2 of which are +1 2 of which are +2 downpour
cards) black action cards called wild DownPour cards; When played, all the other players must pick up the number indicated on the card and can choose the next player color these cards replace two of the wild cards and two of the wild draw four cards out of the original deck, and also double as wild
cards. (2004) ^ of #UNOAtriste series ^ Has farm equipment graphics and a Harvest card - The player who plays the harvest card chooses another player to subtract from the DRAW pile before he/she pulls a green card, which will allow them to complete the fall (or, until they draw 5 cards, no matter what
comes first). ^ Has x-ray cards that allow a player to see someone else's hand and strategically exchange a card. ^ Second of #UNOAtriste ^ Mayhem card: the player who plays it causes everyone to change hands. The direction of the swap is determined by the player playing the card. ^ Third of
#UNOAtriste series ^ Will be interesting to see if this hits store shelves since the Olympics were postponed until 2021 due to COVID19. ^ Wei, R. H. Gamebits: Peanuts at Play. Games. Issue 196 (Vol. 27, no. 10). In 1990 there were 100 000 persons December 2003. ^ Happy Holidays Card (2007, 2008,
2010) ^ In a Shrek-faced package. 'Merlin Card' When playing this card, call out a color you choose. All other players draw cards from the DRAW stack until each draws a card of that color. All the cards they draw are added to the cards in their hands. (2007) ^ This set has a special Racer X card. The
player using this card draws a card from the draw pile on the throw pile and depending on the number, the next player must place a card following the number drawn before. For example, pull the player A racer X card and draw a card with the number 3. The next player must place a card with number 4
(regardless of color), and the next player must place a card with number 5 and so on. If they reach 9, they must start again with 0 until a player is unable to place a card, and he/she must draw three cards. (2007) ^ Comes with a handy clip that holds all the cards together and attaches to a beach bag,
backpack or camping equipment. Seems to be about the same as the H20 To Go. ^ Comes with a handy clip that holds all the cards together and attaches to a beach bag, backpack or camping equipment. ^ Super Absorbency (#1) Uno – which has the Super Absorbency card, a wild card that requires the
next player to draw one card from the hands of all other players at random. There is disagreement about what happens when the Super Absorbency card is played as the player's penultimate card. Some argue that the person playing the card would win as the next player would be required to take that
card from him/her. However, some say there is an exception, while Super Absorbency requires a card to be pulled from all players' hands except those in the uno scene. Clarification can be found on the back of the SpongeBob metallic tin. (2002) ^ Secret Recipe (#2) Uno - Secret Recipe - Allows the
player to look at another player's hand. The player can also choose a new color just like a wild card. ^ Lost in Time (#3 Uno) – Daredevil – Can be played to counteract a Draw 2 or Draw 4 card. Can used as a wild card. ^ Two Editions, both based on Star Trek: The Original Series ^ With special cards,
each of which appears once per package: Double Tribble card – The player playing this card chooses the color of the game, then doubles the next player number of cards in hand and loses his turn; Beam Me Up, Scotty card – This can be played to stop any command card (such as Draw 2 card) and
allows you to choose the game color; Mind Meld card – This commands the next player to show the person who played this card his hand; Live Long &amp; Prosper Cards – This can be played at any time to throw players hand and pick up a brand new one, and then allows him/her to choose the color of
the game. (1999) ^ Simplifies the special WILDs to one stroke: 4 Beam Up WILD cards that can effect of any DRAW 2 or DRAW 4 WILD cards played against a player. That player can then call a new color, and the game continues as if they had played a regular WILD. (It can also be used as a regular
WILD if desired.) (2008) ^ Some versions with the deletion of the score. 1978– 1979: 1978– 1979: 1978– 1979: 1979 1983, 1986, 1987, 1991, 1993, 2001, 2000, 2004, 2008) ^ When this Check Two card is played by a player, he/she can: instantly play another card with the same suit color, OR play either
Wild or Wild Draw 4 Card, the wild color called must match the color of The Check Two Card played. However, this Check Two card cannot be played: alone (without a card of the same color), OR as the last card in hand. If check two card is the last card in a player's hand, he/she must take a new card
from the draw stack. If the card is just drawn matches the suit color of the Check Two Card, he/she can play the Check Two card directly, say UNO, and play the matching suit color card to complete the game. (2002) ^ Includes a special Over The Rainbow card where the person playing this card chooses
any hand to watch, also acts as a wild as when the person chooses the color of the game. ^ In this game, the cards show different characters from Street Fighter II video games. This deck contains a special Hadouken card, which allows the user to select 1 player to draw cards until they have drawn a
Skip or a Reverse Card. The game then continues as normal. ^ In this game, the cards are drawn as cars seen in the Project Gotham Racing series of video games. In this game, the rules include a card called the Gotham Live card, which is the same name used as the replay feature in Project Gotham
Racing 3. This card allows a player to look at the hand of any of the other players. ^ This package was released on 1 May 2018. This is a custom deck of cards with artwork from the Kameo game. In addition, you can change your hand with the hand of another player in the game. ^ This may be the same
as the American League cover ^ Various list 2005, 2006, and 2007 References a b UNO instruction sheet, 1983, International Games Ltd. ^ Mattel to buy international games. Upi. Retrieved 29 November 2018. ^ 30 Anniversary rule Book (PDF). Mattel. 2001. Retrieved 9: ^ a b c d e f «UNO Basic
Instructions» (PDF). Mattel. 2008. ^ Exact wording in the official rules: When playing your penultimate card, you need to shout UNO (meaning one) to indicate that you have only one card left. ^ a b Hourigan, Adam. Uno rule you're all wrong. Daily sensor. Retrieved 25 September 2019. ^ Jacobson,
Candice; Lice, Muriel (September 16, 2017). Uno ® introduces the first card game for the color blind. news.mattel.com. Mattel Newsroom. Retrieved 2 February 2010. ^ Capron, Maddie; In 2019, there were 100,000 people written in 1999. In 2009, 100 000 people were released in 2015. cnn.com. Cnn.
Retrieved 2 February 2010. ^ Tucker, Devin; Hein, Joanna; Cascone, Stephanie (October 1, 2019). UNO® introduces the first official braille tyre. businesswire.com. Business Wire. Retrieved 2 February 2010. ^ All kinds of UNO card games, themed package and spinoff. ^ Ammann, Keith; In 2017,
100,000 people were voted out of the International Airport. Hot Death UNO! 1.5. Internet archive. Retrieved 28 March 2020. ^ Nintendo Life – Uno WiiWare review. Nintendo Life. November 2009. Retrieved 5 September 2010. ^ Buy Uno. Microsoft Store. ^ Buy UNO ™ &amp; Friends (in Norwegian).
Microsoft Store. ^ UNO now available on Nintendo Switch. Gamasutra. 7, 2017, in New York City. Retrieved 28 March 2020. ^ Uno Variations. ^ Friedman, Megan (February 13, 2018). In 2009, there were 100,000 people called DOS. Good cleaning. Retrieved 28 March 2018. ^ Beck, Kellen. 'DOS', the
sequel to 'UNO', is a new take on an old favorite.' Mashable. December 2018. ^ «UNO track» (PDF). Archived from the original (PDF) 5. ^ 'UNO: The Game Show' in the cards from Mattel and Gurin Co. Deadline. March 25, 2013 ( March 25, 2013) Retrieved 25 March 2013. ^ Lyons, Margaret (March 26,
2013). Who doesn't want a UNO TV show?. Vulture. Retrieved 26 March 2013. Bibliography Media – photos, video or audio on Wikimedia Commons Current official rules from mattel Official Mattel Uno website Uno Rules on UnoRulesonline.com Uno Variations on UnoVariations.com Uno variants on
pagat.com Uno News on Wonkavator Uno on BoardGameGeek Retrieved from =Uno_ (card_game)&amp;oldid=906644444
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